
ESSEX COUNTY NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH ASSOCIATION 
COUNTY MEETING   CHAIRMAN’S NOTES  TUESDAY 8th MARCH  2022 

 
Attendees: Clive Stewart ( Chairman and representing Braintree District) Sara Carless ( Harlow) Alan Leverett 
( Harlow) Colin Freeman (Event Co-ordinator & Executive member)  Derrick Giffin (Uttlesford) Peter Salmon ( 
Vice Chairman & Brentwood) Stuart Rawlins ( Crimestoppers) Kevin Blake ( Essex Watch Liaison Officer ) , 
Mike Compton ( Epping Forest ) Adrian Smith ( Tendring) Maria Rawlings (Essex Police) Mike Hooper ( 
Treasurer and Rochford) Roger Passfield (Thurrock) Clive Woodward (Basildon) Alan Norman (Southend)  
 
Apologies: Graham Stehle and Peter Rudlin ( Colchester) ,Peter Fisk (Website Manager) Sarah Wright ( Essex 
Police) Steve Leverett (Chelmsford) Mandy Chapman ( Maldon) Darren Horsman (The OPFCC)  
 
1. Chairman’s welcome to Maria Rawlings & Kevin Blake (Essex Police)  
2. Essex Police report : Maria Rawlings and Kevin Blake gave their reports which were sent the next day and 

distributed to all ECNWA members  
3. Report from The OPFCC : Darren Horsman sent his report the next day which was distributed to all ECNWA 

members 
4. Crimestoppers report Stuart Rawlins gave a report and this was distributed to all ECNWA members the 

next day 
 
5. Chairman’s report 
So we are back at the Tower Room, Millennium Centre,  Great Baddow again and it is hoped that many of you 
are willing to attend.  This room has always been FREE for all the years we have  County meetings and parking 
is so easy! 
This meeting has a full Agenda as we are sorting out “old” issues and proposing new ones before the last 
meeting of the year in May.  So at this meeting it gives everyone the opportunity to agree so many actions and 
that we do not have to discuss them in May and then postpone decisions until after the Annual General Meeting 
.  I have requested signing of an updated Constitution which I have sent to each of you on 22nd February ..these 
are mostly  “cosmetic changes” so it is hoped that you all agree with them. 
 
NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH IN ESSEX THE WAY FORWARD IN 2022 AND ONWARDS 
Reaching out to more people! 
We have always admitted that we welcome everyone to be part or involved with Neighbourhood Watch in Essex 
( well they have to agree to the Code of Ethics of course as well as accept and understand how we manage 
Neighbourhood Watch in specific Districts). 
BUT are they able to join? 
In all my years of being involved with Essex County Neighbourhood Watch Association (  not as many years 
as some of you ) I have never heard or read a report from any District in which Neighbourhood Watch has been 
promoted to the hard of hearing , the visually impaired or any members of the community who may not be able 
to communicate easily with others. 
Now it could be that there are Districts that do become involved with their local organisations with respect to 
such members of the communities but I cannot remember when anyone has mentioned it in recent months . 
So in the next year, and beyond,  I would like us to reach out to more people in the community and become 
even more pro-active in this regard by increasing our ways of communicating the benefits of Neighbourhood 
Watch thereby reducing the opportunity of crime together. 
It maybe by learning the British Sign Language or having our publications in braille-there can be so many ways 
to achieve this objective. 
Now if I am wrong that there are Districts who are actively involved in such projects please let us know.   
So I am proposing that we form a working Group to look at this matter and report back by our next meeting in 
May so any volunteers? This Group will meet by Zoom. 
ACTION: This proposal was accepted by all and CBS to arrange a Zoom meet in Marcg ( It is 29th March)  

  
Helping new District Co-ordinators  
Background 
Now you all know that over the past two years or so two Districts have changed their District Co-ordinators 
(DC)  due the  previous DC’s resigning for various reasons.  
We are always keen to have volunteers in Neighbourhood Watch as you know and we have welcomed those 
who have agreed to take on the responsibilities of being DC. 
However, no matter how genuine the DC volunteers have been some have never been involved or even been 
part of Neighbourhood Watch at any time. 



Which if you think about it is not really a good solution to the problem of having a DC, as that person should 
really know what Neighbourhood Watch is all about , the structure of Essex County Neighbourhood Watch 
Association and its objectives and Constitution, let alone being a local  
Co-ordinator or even just a member. 
It does not help when National Neighbourhood Watch encourages people to join Neighbourhood Watch and 
then describe how to create a Neighbourhood Watch Scheme and  even allow them to register their  scheme 
on their database..yes they are “advised” that the schemes must be approved by their local Associations ..but 
very few do so..but that is another matter .. 
But it proves, beyond doubt, that National Neighbourhood Watch do not actually understand what it means to 
“manage” the grass roots of NW and the people in its respective  Associations. 
What we have done in Essex is when a DC resigns ( for any reason) or sadly has passed away we organise a 
local Extra-Ordinary Meeting of (hopefully) some of the local NW members and then (hopefully) find a new 
DC…whether the person is a Chairman of the local District or  not. 
But as I said on the past two occasions I have found that the new DC’s have little knowledge on how 
Neighbourhood Watch operates  in a general way. 
Also they have not even been aware of our Code of Ethics..  This does not help the new DC nor in fact those 
who have voted for the new DC as the person is then not updated on many important issues to go forward in 
that District with a plan of action. 
MY PROPOSAL 
I would like to propose that whenever a new person is “elected” or “volunteers” to be a new District Co-
ordinator that they attend as soon as possible an “Induction Course”. 
 What will this Induction Course comprise?? 

 
They must meet up with The Chairman of ECNWA ( if not in person then by Zoom ) and the new DC is advised of 
the way ECNWA operates , its meetings, the venues, the website , the responsibilities of being a DC  .  Also how 
we work with National NW, eg main contacts, being an MSA also the Hub. etc.  
Our Members Guide , AGM/Conferences , Neighbourhood Watch Member of the Year Awards, how to manage Area 
 Co-ordinators ( ie keeping in regular contact) , The Code of Ethics and the NW Facebook Groups. Introduce them 
to the “General Criteria of approving Area /Street NW Co-ordinators”. 
They are also encouraged to speak to a few District  
Co-ordinators to understand what they do and how they manage their Districts . The Chairman of ECNWA will 
recommend three District Co-ordinators who will explain their ways of working, as over the years what works for 
one District does not always work for another. 
The new DC will  in fact be contacted by the Chairman of ECNWA  every month up to a three month period to 
discuss any problems/issues . 
The new DC will be encouraged to find a Deputy who will be able to take on any tasks for their Districts and this 
will help the new DC and all its members. 

 
This may seem very much a basic way of “introducing” the new DC to the way Neighbourhood Watch works in 
Essex. But it is obvious from the conversations, of over a year ago I had with one “new DC” , that there was not 
any handover to the person nor were they given any  support from the local NW members .  
This is not acceptable as I have said before as it is not fair for the new DC nor does it respect the NW members in 
that District who need regular contact with a person who knows how to support them. 
So I am proposing that from 31st March that this proposal is accepted . 
Finally may I say that in the past week or so ,  I had an excellent Zoom meeting with Adrian Smith (new DC for 
Tendring)  and Eric Dawson (Deputy DC for Tendring) in which I answered many questions and did in fact advise 
them of my proposal and used that meeting as an “pilot” and I did suggest that they contact various DC’s (well 
they have briefly met them at a meeting in November 2021). This Zoom meeting proved very successful. 
ACTION: This proposal was accepted and will be added to The Constitution which will be signed at the AGM in July 

 
This year we are celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Neighbourhood Watch in the UK. 
So I sent an email to each of the fourteen Districts to ask for volunteers to form a Working Group to agree and 
propose actions for us in 2022 and present these proposals to this meeting.  
I had one volunteer ( thank you, Mike Compton) and some of you replied by saying “What is so special about 40 
years”. So on the agenda I am formally recording  the decision by the majority. BUT I shall give each of you an 
opportunity to discuss this once and for all. 

 
Article in The Times on the Police and Neighbourhood Watch. 
As you know I sent you all an email from National NW bringing to our attention an article which The Times were to 
publish on a Monday in which they were to state that the Police were not performing well and also Neighbourhood 



Watch members had expressed their concerns too about the Police.   I sent you my reply to National NW, which I 
shall not repeat here again, and since that time I have not been aware of any comments from anyone on this article, 
and I wonder if anyone of you has?? 

 
MSA . 
As I stated at the last meeting and in email,  the time  has  expired ( 28th February ) and therefore from that 
date I shall not be an MSA for many of the Districts, so you will no longer be able to know who has 
registered directly on National NW database rather than contact yourselves. 
Please see my email sent on Tuesday 9th February. 
One District told me at the last meeting that they have no “interest” in any one registering on the National 
NW database as they have extensive local promotions to raise the profile of NW. 
 However many of you have said that you cannot find any volunteers to be your MSA. 
Well I have been MSA for most Districts for many years and now I must hand this responsibility back to 
you. 
The only Districts that have MSA’s are Basildon (CW), Braintree (CBS)  , Castle Point (CBS)  ,  Chelmsford 
(SL) , Maldon (CBS) Southend (CBS)  and Thurrock (CBS) and I have agreed to write to anyone who lives 
in Brentwood that they must contact Peter Salmon and give them his contact details. 
One District has said to me recently that they have a two “volunteers” and I have had a chat on Zoom and 
they will be sending me their names so I shall send them to National Neighbourhood Watch – YES you can 
have as many MSA’s as you like for each District! But one will do. 
So the remaining five Districts will have to find a volunteer or not… . 
As I have explained it is an easy task for one person to cover one District, maybe no more than 10 minutes 
a week , and Clive Woodward and myself are willing to explain what we do ( as I have with Steve Leverett). 
So those Districts who will find a  volunteer will need to contact Cheryl Spruce at National NW to advise 
her that they  are prepared to be their District’s MSA. 
You will have to pass (82%) their Data Protection Act questionnaire and then they will give you an ID and 
password to access  YOUR Districts and you will then attend their training..BUT talk to me or Clive W. too!! 
ACTION: The forms were handed out by CBS to all those interested . 
 

The Office of Police & Fire Commissioner  
(a )Funding for 2021/2022  
I shall be sending an invoice ( with the help from Darren Horsman) to them for the £15,000 next month as we should 
receive the funding to be shared amongst you by mid May ( £1,000 per District) . 
ACTION: CBS has sent the application to Darren Horsman with a demographics report ..see email to all ECNWA 
members. 
(b) New funding for  Crime Prevention.  
We discussed this funding offer at the last meeting and I am waiting on proposals from any District as to how we 
can apply -with partners- ( as advised by The OPFCC at the meeting and email). As yet I have not received any. 
YES it is a £200,000 grant for “Crime Prevention” ( for the whole of Essex ) and we must join with partners to have 
any funding that will reduce the opportunity of crime together.  

 ( c) Safer Street Funding  
On 3rd March I will have a Microsoft Teams Meeting with Jane Gardner, Deputy Police Fire & Crime Commissioner,  
and we  will discuss how Essex Neighbourhood Watch could be involved with this project ( which is in its second 
year) from HM Government .  

 
Our website  
I am very impressed that the contact details are up to date for each District..thats great! 
But there are still quite a few Districts not sending their County reports to  Peter Fisk despite them actually talking 
about it at meetings-surely it will only take 5 mins every two months? 
 
National Neighbourhood Watch 

I had a meeting ( via Zoom) with Ian Bretman ( Chairman) and John Hayward-Cripps ( Chief Executive) on 
various issues which have caused us “concern” and I did find our meeting positive and polite. 
However I did feel that generally our comments of them not understanding the grass roots of Neighbourhood 
Watch were never addressed, nor their Neighbourhood Watch week in 2022 “clashing” with The Queen’s 
Platinum Jubilee week. They did explain their reasoning for sending the email on “Diversity “ etc..and 
expecting us to “basically target” specific members of the communities ( which in our view was against the 
Code of Ethics)  which I did say I understood but did not agree.  
We spoke ( well I did most of it ) for almost an hour and I thanked them for their time.. 
“Hub” :   



 I am delighted that the list from National NW is now being sent to Clive Woodward..thank you Clive.  He sends 
the information to those Districts to approve the persons who have applied to be on the Hub.  However National 
NW now say that they no longer want us to let them know if the persons are approved,  so I asked then why 
send the list…not had a reply ( I did mention this in my Zoom meeting see above). Incidentally one person in 
Braintree District applied ( thinking it was from me) BUT he is NOT even a local member of NW and only 
registered on the National NW database as he thought it was Braintree District NW. Sadly he  is unable to do 
very much ( I have been talking to him over the phone on and off for over two months-as he is in very poor 
health). So I advised Cheryl Spruce to delete him from the Hub and she said that he has to request it.  So now 
I have left it to him to do which is very (sadly)  unlikely,  and he now will be pestered with Hub emails. 
I had an email for Steve Leverett asking me about the Hub and I said it was all about meeting people on 
“Microsoft teams”  and talking about what they do, comparing our actions to theirs, and if he has the time it is 
up to him.  I would say the same to you all. 
Neighbourhood Watch Week :    
It is very disappointing that National NW do not understand that we are extremely unhappy about their “week” 
as the same as The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee week. 
What a pity… Do they really expect everyone to discuss Neighbourhood Watch’s 40th Anniversary whilst  
celebrating The Queen’s 70th Year as Queen?  Despite my letter they said they were still going ahead, so 
obviously we, in Essex,  must be in the minority as they refused to even consider changing the week although 
it was early January.   As I told them ( and you have copies of the emails) they have once again shot themselves 
in the foot.   Sadly they are not doing themselves any favours in  showing once again that they do not 
understand the basic grass roots of Neighbourhood Watch and its members.  
ACTION: It was agreed by everyone attending the meeting that we would not promote Neighbourhood Watch 
during the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee week  
 
Diversity ,Equality & Inclusion Statement” :    
You have all seen my email to John Hayward-Cripps Chief Executive of National NW..I felt this would have 
been a great opportunity for Neighbourhood Watch to say “We acknowledge these objectives as we have 
them every day of every year not just one week in a year- which can be read in our Code of Ethics”. BUT 
sadly they did not say that and just sent the email to us and all UK NW Associations.  What a missed chance 
to show how Neighbourhood Watch always welcomes everyone. 
New National NW Members Guide:   
 They are creating a new Members Guide ( no advertising this time) which is only an email version and they 
say it can be adapted to be more local. When I see this I will let you know.  
Neighbourhood Watch Facebook Groups :    
As you know there are many Neighbourhood Watch Facebook Groups in Essex these days.  My belief was 
that they must also abide by the Code of Ethics ie there must not be any promotion of businesses/services or 
individuals activities . 
I asked for clarification on this matter and I was told that it is the responsibility of the Facebook Administrator 
to ensure this happens.  So in future I shall no longer remind NW  Facebook Groups of any advertising 
promotions of  businesses and leave it  them. IF any one wants to complain they should bring it to the attention 
of the local District Co-ordinator . 
Volunteer Recognition Awards 2022:  
I think this offer of sending a certificate to acknowledge the years of being involved with Neighbourhood 
Watch is excellent..but is it really practical..as National NW have on their register 2.5 million people ..and they 
have advised me ( as I asked them ) that we can send details of anyone who has been involved with 
Neighbourhood Watch in the following roles: Co-ordinators ( District, Area, Street etc), Committee member , 
Project Specific Volunteer of  over five  years whether or not they have registered with National NW database. 
The list could be endless and the deadline they have given me is 13th March and I have the spreadsheet so 
you all have until 12th March please to give me the details ! 
 
Domestic Abuse : Essex Police and Neighbourhood Watch 
I had a  meeting on January 17th  and Essex Police were delighted to know that we would distribute any 
information to all our members.  So during the week of 1st February I sent out Essex Police  information and 
hoped that each District has sent it to as many of their members as possible, also placed it on NW Facebook 
Groups too. I know quite a few of you have done this as I have seen it ! 
 
Election of Executives and other matters. 
Please note that  the next meeting in May will be our final meeting before the Annual General Meeting. 



At this meeting we shall have on the Agenda the nominations for Executives who will be Chairman, Vice 
Chairmen, Treasurer , Secretary , County Co-ordinator, Event Co-ordinator which is for the ECNWA members 
to approve so that they will be shown on the AGM agenda .  
If anyone wants to proposal a person for these “jobs” the nominations must be sent to the Secretary ( myself) 
one month before the next meeting. 
 
Essex Police Vetting. 
Most of us have Essex Police ID Volunteer passes as we have been vetted and approved which enables us to 
visit Police Stations and Essex Police HQ as a valid Volunteer. 
I have recently been contacted by Essex Police Corporate Vetting Unit and they have approved my ID until 9th 
February 2025. Have any of you also had your ID approved  for more years? 
 
Future meetings and venues in 2022 and 2023 
We have meetings in May and September ( which is after our AGM) and I am proposing that they are at The 
Millennium Centre ,Great Baddow ..but the November meeting is to be on Zoom..as it is the “Winter months”. 
Then in 2023 ( and I have to book The Tower Room asap)  we hold January 2023 by Zoom and then March, May, 
September in The Millennium Centre with November by Zoom ..I am adding this proposal on the Agenda. 
ACTION: This  was agreed by everyone 
 
 
6. Treasurer’s report: Mike Hooper. A statement of the accounts was distributed at the meeting and he and 

CBS clarified what will be paid to each District once th £15,000 has been received from The OPFCC. 
 

7.  Annual General Meeting and Conference Wednesday 13th July . CF 
Colin Freeman read out the Agenda for the day and we shall invite six people per District as there is 
maximum number of 80 persons on the day including guest speakers and exhibitors. 
CF requested that we need a lot of assistance at 09:30hrs on the day to set out chairs and tables and will 
need some one to organise the parking . An update will be advised in May’s meeting . 
 

8. Reports from each District. 
9. It was noted that Southend is now known as City of Southend  

Each had reports and they were requested to send them to Peter Fisk for the website. 
 

10. Neighbourhood Watch Member of the Year 
CBS gave out more forms and advised the deadline is 10th April to CF. 
 

11. Any other business  
(a) Wheelie Bin Stickers CBS 

CBS shoed the stickers he purchases and will ask which District wants them and obtain the best 
price 
.ACTION: 
 CBS manged to get a very good price for those who ordered them and they totalled 3,000.   
 
Meeting ended 12:35hrs  

 
 
 


